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Syllabus
Core Course I
PH1 B01: METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE AND PHYSICS- 36 hours (Credit - 2)
Part A: Methodology And Perspe tives Of S ien es (10Hours)

Unit I - S ien e and S ien e Studies: Types of knowledge: Pra ti al, Theoreti al, and
S ienti knowledge, Information. What is S ien e; what is not s ien e; laws of s ien e. Basis for s ienti laws and fa tual truths. S ien e as a human a tivity, s ienti
temper, empiri ism, vo abulary of s ien e, s ien e dis iplines. Revolution in s ien e
and Te hnology. Unit II - Methods and tools of s ien e: Hypothesis: Theories and
laws in s ien e. Observations, Eviden es and proofs. Posing a question; Formulation of
hypothesis; Hypotheti o-dedu tive model, Indu tive model. Signi an e of veri ation
(Proving), Corroboration and falsi ation (disproving), Auxiliary hypothesis, Ad-ho
hypothesis. Revision of s ienti theories and laws, Importan e of models, Simulations
and virtual testing, Mathemati al methods vs. s ienti methods. Signi an e of Peer
Review.
Referen e Books:
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1. Gieryn, T F. Cultural Boundaries of S ien e., Univ. of Chi ago Press, 1999
2. Collins H. and T Pin h., The Golem: What Everyone Should Know About S ien e.,
Cambridge Uni. Press, 1993
3. Hewitt, Paul G, Suzanne Lyons, John A. Su ho ki & Jennifer Yeh, Con eptual
Integrated S ien e. Addison-Wesley, 2007
4. Newton R G. The Truth of S ien e: New Delhi, 2nd edition
5. Bass, Joel E and et. al. Methods for Tea hing S ien e as Inquiry, Allyn & Ba on,
2009
Part B: Methodology and Perspe tives of Physi s (12Hours)

(All topi s in this part require qualitative study only, derivations are not required) What

does physi s deal with? - brief history of physi s during the last entury-the in onsisten y between experiments and theories- Birth of new s ien e on epts -Quantum
on epts-Bla k body radiation, Photoele tri ee t, X-rays, Compton ee t, De Broglie
waves, Se tions 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 3.1, of Arthur Beisser)
Relativity-Spe ial relativity, Time dilation, Length ontra tion, Twin paradox (Se -

tions 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5 of Arthur Beisser)

Laser- Con epts of ordinary and mono hromati light, Coherent and in oherent light,
Spontaneous and stimulated emission, Metastable state, pumping and population inversion. (Basi ideas only Se tion 4.9 of Arthur Beisser)
Design of an experiment , experimentation , Observation, data olle tion: Intera tion
between physi s and te hnology.

Referen es:
1. Con epts of Modern physi s- Arthur Beisser
2. A brief history and philosophy of Physi s - Alan J. Slavin- http:/ www.trentu. Ca/
a ademi / history- 895 .html
3.The inspiring History of Physi s in the Last One Hundred Years : Retrospe t and
prospe t Prof. Dr-lng.Lu Yongxiang http :// www.twas .org. n/twas/proLu.asp
Part C - Mathemati al Methods in Physi s (14 Hours)

Ve tor Analysis: - Ve tor Operations - Ve tor Algebra - Component form - How ve tors
transform, Appli ations of ve tors in Physi s. Dierential Cal ulus: - The operator ∇
- Gradient, Divergen e, Curl - Physi al interpretation - Produ t rules of ∇ - Se ond
derivatives.
Integral Cal ulus: - Line integral, surfa e integral and volume integral - Fundamental
theorem of Gradients - Gauss's Divergen e Theorem (Statement only)- The fundamental theorem of url - Stoke's theorem(Statement only). Divergen e less and urlless
elds.
Curvilinear o-ordinates: - Spheri al polar oordinates - ylindri al oordinates(Basi
ideas).
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Matri es: - Basi ideas of matri es - addition, subtra tion, s alar multipli ation, Transpose of a matrix, onjugate of a matrix, diagonal matrix - Representation of ve tors
as olumn matrix - Determinants - Cramer's rule - Eigen Values and Eigen Ve tors Hermitian Matrix,Unitary Matrix.

Referen es:
1. Introdu tion to ele trodynami s - David J . Griths, Prenti e Hall India Pvt. Ltd.,
Chapter - 1 2. Mathemati al Physi s - Satya Prakash, Sultan Chand & Sons, New
Delhi
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axiom
empiri al
empiri al
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Methodology And Perspe tives Of S ien es

S ien e and S ien e Studies
Types of knowledge:
Knowledge may be dened as belief whi h is in agreement with the fa ts. For example,
when a man is hungry, he believes that taking food will redu e his hunger. This is
an agreed fa t. His belief is thus knowledge. Depending on the sour e, knowledge is
lassied into three types.

Theoreti al knowledge:

It is knowledge a quired by rational thinking or intelle tual insight. eg. Einstein's assertion that velo ity of light must be a onstant always
and everywhere is an intelligent insight. Higher mathemati s is pure theoreti al knowledge.

Pra ti al knowledge:

It is knowledge a quired through experien e. eg. Swimming
and y ling an be learned only through experien e.

S ienti knowledge: It is knowledge a umulated by systemati study and organized by general prin iples. eg. The observation that heat by itself will never ow from
old body to hot body is later stated as se ond law of thermodynami s.
Information:

It is data that has been veried to be a urate, whi h in reases understanding and de reases un ertainty. The report of sighting of a new star in the
horizon is an information as it may explain the unexpe ted behaviour of nearby stars.
The data log10 2 = 0.301029996 is an information be ause it establishes the relation
between 2 and 0.301029996. Te hni ally information is a sequen e of symbols that an
be interpreted as a message

Denition of S ien e:

S ien e is a pre ise, systemati and obje tive method of
studying nature. It starts with the axiom that there is some form of order in nature.
To dis over this order, the method involves olle tion and interpretation of data and
nally generalizing into physi al prin iples. Data olle tion is possible only if dire t or
indire t observations ould be made. For pre ision of data, these observations must be
expressible in terms of natural numbers. Su h observations are alled measurements.
Any bran h of knowledge that relies solely on measurements is alled empiri al. S ien e
is thus empiri al.

Laws of s ien e:

Laws of s ien e are statements expressing regularities of nature
as pre isely as possible. If these regularities are observed at all pla es and all times
without ex eption, it is alled a universal law. (eg.1) It is impossible to attain absolute
4

zero of temperature by a nite y le of ooling operations.(eg.2) The path of a body
falling freely is a geodesi .
If only a ertain fra tion of ases show regularity, su h laws are alled statisti al
laws. (eg.1) If a ube is tossed a large number of times N , approximately N/6 times
it omes down with same fa e. (eg.2) Approximately half the hildren born ea h year
are girls.

Basis for s ienti laws and fa tual truths:

Fa ts are parti ular events. For
example, the dete tion of a magneti eld around a urrent arrying ondu tor at
some instant is a fa t. It is a single event and is a reality. It annot be logi ally
disputed or reje ted. Fa ts are not dis overed or reated, but simply a knowledged.
A truth is something that must be dis overed, or reated. If somebody has strong
reason to state that there is no upper limit to parti le velo ity, it is a truth to him .
However, if another person has enough reasons to feel the onverse, then that is also
truth to that person. Truths are subje tive while fa ts are obje tive. In s ien e fa ts
are often used to substantiate truths. Similarly truths are used to understand ertain
fa ts better. But it is wrong to assert a fa t as a truth, or vi e versa. A truth reated
out of a set of fa ts is a fa tual truth. Fa tual truths are often expressed as s ienti
laws. eg. Newton's law of gravitation is a onsequen e of the fa ts that planets ir le
stars, free-fall is always downward et .

S ien e as a human a tivity:

Of all animals only human beings are apable of
thinking. This ability helps him to dis over patterns and stru tures in what he observe.
These dis overies lead to the reation of laws. The set of natural laws onstitute s ien e.
Hen e s ien e is ex lusively a human a tivity.

S ienti temper:

It refers to an attitude whi h involves the appli ation of logi
and the avoidan e of pre on eived notions. Dis ussion, argument and analysis are the
important features of s ienti temper. It admits every point of view from everywhere
at all times.

Empiri ism: The term empiri ism in an ient Greek means 'experien e'. It refers
to the idea that all on epts originate and justied in experien e. It is appli able to
things that an be experien ed. Put forward by Hempel and developed by David Hume,
empiri ism argues that as it is impossible to experien e ausal relations, ausality is
pure imagination. But it is a fa t that ausality is indispensable to understand the
world around us. Hen e explanations based on ausality is more a eptable even today.
vo abulary of s ien e: It is a olle tion of words or phrases or symbols with a welldened meaning and used in s ien e. The vo abulary is used to express all on epts
that are relevant to the understanding of s ien e. A few of them are given below.
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1.

Matter is anything that has mass and take up spa e

2.

Atom is dened as a small parti le that makes up most types of matter.

3.

Conservation means no hange with time.

4.

Ele trons invisible , negative harged parti le usually surround the nu leus of an

5.

Nu leus is positively harged, entral part of an atom.

6.

Protons are positively harged, parti le lo ated in the nu leus of an atom.

7.

Neutrons are un harged parti les lo ated in the nu leus of an atom.

8.

Element is matter made of only one kind of atom.

9.

Isotope are atoms of the same element that have dierent numbers of neutrons.

10.

atom.

Atomi number tells you the number of protons in nu leus of ea h atom of

11. element.
12.

Mass number is the number of protons plus the number of neutrons it ontains.

13.

Atomi mass is weighted average mass of isotopes of an element.

14.

Metal generally have a shiny or metalli lustre and one good ondu tors of heat

15.

Nonmetal are elements that are usually dull in appearan e.

16.

Metalloid matter with a xed omposition whose identity an be hanged by

17.

Compound is a substan e whose smallest unit is made up of an atoms of more
than element bounded together.

18.

Mixture is a ombination of ompounds and elements that has not formed a new
substan e and whose proportions an be hange without hanging the mixture
identity.

19.

Solid is matter with a denite shape and volume.

20.

Liquid is matter that has a denite volume but no shape.

21.

Gas is matter that does not have a denite shape or volume.

22.

and ele tri ity.

hemi al pro esses

Vis osity results from the oherent for e between the parti les of a uid.
6

23.

Surfa e tension auses the liquid to a t as if a thin lm were stret hed a ross its

24.

Thermal energy is an extensive property, depends on the number of parti les in

25.

surfa e.

a substan e as well as the amount of energy ea h parti le has.

Temperature an intensive property of substan e.

26.

Heat is disordered energy.

27.

Melting The pro ess of a solid be oming a liquid.

28.

Vaporization The pro ess of a liquid be oming a gas.

29.

Condensation The pro ess of a gas be oming a liquid.

30.

Pressure is equal to for e exerted per unit area.

31.

Buoyant for e is equal to the weight of uid displa ed.

S ien e dis iplines:

It is any parti ular bran h of s ienti knowledge. eg. physi al s ien e, biologi al s ien e et There is a basis for the development of dierent
dis iplines.
S ien e is a method to study nature. Nature onsists of living and non-living obje ts.
The study of living things gave rise to biologi al s ien es while that of non-living led
to physi al s ien es. Biologi al s ien e then bran hed out to immobile (botany) and
self-mobile(zoology)living systems. Then another bran h alled geneti s is developed
to study life as a physi al phenomenon. There are a large number of su h bran hes of
biology.
In physi al s ien e, the study of fundamental nature of obje ts and intera tions between them paved the way for Physi s. The properties, stru tures and the permanent
hanges that o ur to them developed as hemistry. In a similar way sub-dis iplines
like parti le physi s, nu lear physi s, mole ular dynami s, quantum me hani s, statisti al physi s, inorgani hemistry, organi hemistry, physi al hemistry et were
also developed. The development of new dis iplines is a ontinuous pro ess as our
understanding of nature in reases ontinuously. It is also found that ertain aspe ts
of dierent dis iplines merge to give rise to interdis iplinary subje ts. Environmental
s ien e, meteorology, atmospheri s ien e omputer s ien e et are examples.

Revolution in S ien e :

The s ienti revolution refers to a paradigm shift with
the introdu tion of new ideas in natural s ien es. For example, with the publi ation
of 'On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres' by Ni olaus Coperni us and in the
16th entury, the idea that planets revolve with a star as entre and not vi e versa is
established. Similarly 'On the Fabri of the Human body' by Andreas Vesalius rmly
established the ow of blood in the human body. Started in Europe, it ontinued upto
7

the 19th entury. Thermodynami s, ele tri ity, magnetism, me hani s et were developed by Joule, Faraday, D'Alembert, Kepler, Rene Des artes, Isaa Newton et . Similar developments o urred in other bran hes of s ien e like medi ine, human anatomy,
organi hemistry et .
The next important hanges in the on ept of nature o urred in the beginning of
20th entury with the advent of quantum theory by Max Plan k and theory of relativity
by Albert Einstein. The quantization of gravity may be the next revolutionary hange
in our per eption of the mi ros opi and ma ros opi nature.

Revolution in Te hnology:

A s ienti revolution is usually followed by a revolution in Te hnology. With the development of thermodynami s and the idea of a heat
engine by Sadi Carnot, James Watt developed the Steam engine. This engine is the key
in automation, transportation, and running ma hines in industry. With the dis overy
of petroleum, internal ombustion engines were developed to run light vehi les and
industrial ma hines. Industrial revolution was a onsequen e of these te hnologies.
In the 20th entury, the appli ation of quantum me hani s to rystalline solids led
to the development of semi ondu tor ele troni s. The mi ropro essors and omputer
hardware are made of ele troni omponents burned into semi ondu tor hips. The
use of these devi es are so widespread that one annot mention even a single sphere of
life ele troni s is not used. A large number of new drugs are the appli ation of geneti
engineering. The green revolution whi h substantially in reased food produ tion is a
onsequen e of geneti manipulation.
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Unit II - Methods and tools of s ien e

Methods of s ienti enquiry
There are four methods usually employed. They are indu tive, dedu tive, onstru tive
and hypotheti o-dedu tive method.

Indu tive method:

In this method, fa ts are olle ted from observations. They are
then analysed to nd out possible generalizations. It is thus a method of generating
theory from fa ts. Two ideas are impli it here. (1)uniformity of nature and (2) ausality.
Uniformity of nature means that if an event o urs here under a ertain ondition, it will
re ur at all pla es and all times if the same ondition persists. Causality means every
event has a non-empty set of auses. Nothing happens by han e. In non-relativisti
physi s, mass is a onserved quantity as its reation or destru tion is never observed.
This is an example of indu tive method.

Dedu tive Method:

If on lusions about a parti ular ase are rea hed by mere
logi al reasoning from some general prin iple, it is dedu tive method. The on lusion
8

that planets must be onned to xed orbits due to gravitation is an example of empiri al
hypothes
dedu tive method. Usually it is more e ient than indu tive method.

hypothesi
hypothesi

If new prin iples are derived from existing prin iples with- hypothes
out empiri al veri ation, it is alled onstru tive method. It is similar to dedu tive hypothesi
method and is used in mathemati s. For example most of the theorems of plane geometry are derived from Eu lid's axioms.

Constru tive Method:

hypotheti o-dedu tive method: In this method, a minimum number of prin iples
are initially assumed and a few on lusions are derived. These on lusions are then
ompared with observations. If they do not mat h, the initial prin iples are modied.
If no mat h is obtained, it is usually reje ted. eg. Kineti theory of gases assumes
intermole ular for e and mole ular volume as negligible. But at high pressures and low
temperatures, they be ome signi ant. Perfe t gas equation is to be repla ed with Van
der Wall's equation.

hypothesis
It is a set of propositions used as an explanation for the o urren e of a spe ied set
of phenomena. It postulates a possible relationship between two or more phenomena
or variables.If it is employed as a temporary on ept to start an investigation, it is
alled a working hypothesis. If it is a epted as the most probable idea that explains
the established fa ts, it be omes a basi prin iple. The hypothesis must satisfy the
following onditions.

• It should simplify the problem.
• It should give an a eptable explanation of the phenomenon.
• It must be veriable.
• It must be formulated in simple, understandable terms.

Formulation of hypothesis:
A hypothesis is formulated either to give an explanation of some new phenomenon or
to solve some problem. The formulation usually involves the following steps.

• Identifying the independent and dependent variables to be studied.
• Spe ifying the nature of the relationship that exists between these variables.
• Simple and parsimonious.
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hypothesis
hypothesis

• If more than one hypothesis is needed, It is better to have several simple ones
than one ompli ated hypothesis.

hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis

• It must be independent of any spe i measurement methods.

hypothesis

hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
axiom
hypothesis
empiri al
hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
hypothesis
empiri al
hypothesis

• It must be falsiable and testable.

Auxiliary hypothesis: During testing of a hypothesis, it is often ne essary to
introdu e a new hypothesis to support the impli ations of results of testing. This
new hypothesis is alled an auxiliary hypothesis. eg. When dispersion was dis overed,
appearan e of nearly straight rainbow was expe ted. When rainbow is found to be
semi ir ular, spheri al nature of horizon is taken as an auxiliary hypothesis.
Ad-ho hypothesis:

It is an auxiliary hypothesis used to defend a main hypothesis
against a negative result. eg To make Maxwell's equation galilean invariant, length
ontra tion along dire tion of motion was assumed.

Observations, Eviden es and proofs:

An observation is a datum olle ted using
our senses (dire t observation) or using instruments (indire t observation). If the obje t
observed is nature and observation is as obje tive as possible, it is s ienti observation.
eg. Observation of an a elerating vehi le(dire t), the appearan e of ba teria in a tissue
in its mi ros opi image(indire t).
S ienti eviden e is anything that proves or disproves the truth of an axiom or
hypothesis . Eviden e is olle ted by empiri al means or properly olle ted data in
a ordan e with s ienti validity.
A proof is a onvin ing eviden e beyond any doubt everywhere and always. A proved
hypothesis is a theorem. This is true in mathemati s. Sin e s ienti hypotheses are
falsiable, s ienti proof is a myth.

Signi an e of Veri ation, Corroboration and Falsi ation:

Veri ation of a
hypothesis refers to testing the truth of it. If observed fa ts agree with the predi tions of
a hypothesis, that hypothesis is assumed true. A hypothesis that unlike harges attra t
an be veried by pla ing unlike harges near to ea h other. It is dire t veri ation.
But the idea that gases are made up of mole ules annot be veried dire tly. It is then
dedu ed that mole ules hitting the ontainer should ause pressure. Pressure is then
observed. This is indire t veri ation.
Corroboration refers to armation of a theory with the help of new eviden e from
dierent sour es. The wave nature of light proposed by Huygenes to explain its spreading is orroborated with the dis overy of dira tion and polarization.
A hypothesis is falsiable if it is testable by empiri al means. It means that if a
hypothesis is false, then observation will show that is is false at some point. It onforms
to the standards of s ienti method.
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Revision of s ienti theories and laws:

S ienti theories are never proved hypothesi
but onrmed. If a new experimental eviden e is in oni t with urrent theory, the hypothesi
theory is modied a ordingly. If after a few su h eorts the new eviden e annot be hypothesi
explained, then the theory is reje ted altogether. eg. The stability of nu leus against
the repulsive proton-proton for e led to the hypothesis of an attra tive square-well
nu lear for e. The stability of spin-1 deuteron for ed us to modify nu lear for e by
adding a spin dependen e.

Importan e of models: A model in s ien e is a representation of an obje t or
event showing its essential hara teristi s. They are developed either to formulate a
hypothesis or when it is known that a hypothesis has only limited validity. The s ienti
method often involves pro edures for the onstru tion and veri ation of models. For
example, we do not know whi h are the omplete set physi al variables on whi h our
limate depends. So we hoose atmospheri pressure, temperature, humidity, wind
speed et and establish relations between them using prin iples of uid dynami s.
Using these relations, we ompute the limate of past whi h is known to us. If the
model agrees with past observations, it is used to predi t future limate.
An example where models are used when has limited validity is nu lear models.
To explain binding energy and nu lear ssion, liquid drop model is introdu ed. When
magi numbers were dis overed (N,Z=2,8,20,28,50,82,126), a shell model for the nu leus
is assumed. With the dis overy of vibration and rotation spe trum, a olle tive nu lear
model was put forward. All these are models of the same nu leus. Ea h model is having
only limited validity.
Modelling is imperative in the following situations
• The size is too small (subatomi ) or too large ( osmi ).
• Too far away, too ba k in history or too remote in future
• Too ompli ated to study in real world situations, like the working of our brain.

Simulations and virtual testing: Simulation refers to the representation of the
stru ture and behaviour of one system through the use of another system, usually a
omputer program designed for the purpose. It is a sort of dynami modelling. The
behaviour of a nu leus in whi h a proje ted proton gets embedded an be simulated if
we know the approximate form of nu lear potential.
Virtual testing is dened as developing and debugging a test for the simulation
models of a system. It is a method for testing without a physi al devi e. The ECG
is an example of virtual test. Here the signals re eived from are heart are used to
simulate its behaviour using a omputer.
Mathemati al methods vs. s ienti methods:

Mathemati s provides orre t
proofs of true theorems. There are standards of orre tness and lear grounds for the
11

empiri al

idea of truth. The only requirement for a mathemati al theorem to be true is that its
proof must be logi ally onsistent with the axioms with whi h the proof began. It need
not onform to the stru ture of reality.
S ienti methods are fundamentally empiri al. Whatever result you get, must be
onsistent with reality. Logi al onsisten y is often ompromised in favour of reality.
For example, imagine some physi al quantity p → 0 and another quantity
√ q = 1/p
must be nite. What physi ists do is to repla e p with p + iη where i = −1 and η a
very small quantity. When they omplete all their al ulations, then the limit η → 0
gives them a result without divergent terms.

Signi an e of Peer Review:

Peer review is the evaluation of ones work by other
people in the same eld. It helps to remove irrelevant data, wrong on lusions and
false laims. Its aim is to enhan e the quality of the work in that eld.

12
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Part B: Methodology and Perspe tives of Physi s

Bla k body radiation:
The term bla k-body refers to an obje t or system whi h absorbs all radiation in ident
upon it irrespe tive of the type of in ident radiation. It is a perfe t absorber. For
thermal equilibrium, it should also be a perfe t emitter. The radiation energy emitted
by a bla k-body is found to be dierent at dierent frequen ies. Wein empiri ally found
a formula to des ribe the power Eλ radiated by a bla k-body at a temperature T k as

Eλ dλ =

A exp (−B/kT )
dλ
λ5

empiri al
bla k-bod
Wein's
displa e
law
Raleigh
Jeans
Equipartit
energy

Ultraviole
atastro

Max Plan
quanta

where A and B are adjustable parameters for urve tting and K = 1.381×10−23Jk −1 mole−1 .
From this he found that if λm represents wavelength having maximum energy at temperature T , then
λm T = constant
whi h is alled Wein's displa ement law. It is widely used to determine temperatures
of distant stars from their spe trum. Later Raleigh showed that Eλ is nite even if
T → ∞ whi h is not a eptable. It is also found that the law does not hold for long
wavelengths.
Raleigh and Jeans then derived another energy distribution fun tion using prin iple
of equipartition of energy. Equipartition of energy means energy asso iated with ea h
degree of freedom of a parti le is kT /2. Their fun tion is

Eλ dλ =

8πkT
dλ
λ4

This formula is found to hold only for long wavelengths. As λ → 0, Eλ → ∞ whi h is
learly unphysi al. It is alled Ultraviolet atastrophe
Max Plan k realized that the problem with the theory of radiation is the impli it
assumption that radiation is a ontinuous ow of energy. He assumed that ele tromagneti energy is ex hanged between systems as dis rete 'pa kets' whi h he alled
quanta. The energy of ea h quantum is given by E = hν where ν is frequen y and
h = 6.616 × 10−34 Js is alled Plan k's onstant. The resulting energy distribution is
given by
1
8πhc dλ
Eλ dλ =
5
λ
exp (hν/kT ) − 1
For small λ, ν is large as νλ = c, a onstant.

1
1
≈
= exp (−hν/kT )
exp (hν/kT ) − 1
exp (hν/kT )
Eλ dλ =

8πhc
exp (−hν/kT )dλ
λ5
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Photoele tri
emission
photon
x-ray
Compton ee t
Compton
wavelength

This is identi al to Wein's energy distribution with A = 8πhc and B = hν .
For long wavelengths or small frequen ies

1
1
kT λ
1
≈
=
=
exp (hν/kT ) − 1
(hν/kT )
(hc/kT λ)
hc
Eλ dλ =

8πhc kT λ
8πkT
dλ
=
dλ
λ5 hc
λ4

whi h is Rayleigh-Jeans law.

Experimental veri ation of quantum theory
Photoele tri ee t, Compton ee t and Raman ee t provide dire t veri ation of the
quantum on ept of radiation.

Photoele tri ee t: It is observed that ele trons are emitted from alkaline metals
when they are exposed to ele tromagneti waves above a ertain frequen y. The number
of ele trons emitted in reases with in ident intensity. No emission will o ur below
minimum frequen y even if the intensity large. Sin e ele trons need a minimum energy
E to get out of the metal, the minimum frequen y must orrespond to that energy.
Intensity annot ae t han e for emission means energy is not absorbed ontinuously.
Photoele tri emission o urs when a quantum of light alled photon of frequen y
ν of required energy E = hν is absorbed by an ele tron of the metal. As number
of su h photons in reases, number of ele trons emitted also in reases. This explains
dependen e of number of ele trons emitted on light intensity.
Compton ee t:

When an x-ray photon with energy hν ollides with a stationary
ele tron, part of the energy and momentum is transferred to the ele tron. This is
known as the Compton ee t. Energy and momentum are onserved in this ollision.
After the ollision the photon has energy hν ′ and the ele tron has a quired a kineti
p| = hν/c = h/λ and
energy K . Spe ial relativity gives initial photon momentum |~
′
′
~
nal photon momentum |p | = hλ /c. Let the ele tron momentum be q~. Conservation
of energy and momentum gives

hν = hν ′ + K, ~p = p~′ + ~q
The hange in wavelength due to Compton s attering is given by

λ′ − λ =

h
(1 − cos θ)
me c

where me is ele tron mass and θ the angle of deviation of the photon. h/me c is alled
the Compton wavelength of the ele tron. This is a onvin ing eviden e that light is
made up of photons having linear momentum.
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Raman ee t:

Raman e
Stokes spe
lines
anti-stoke
Louis Bro
Plan k's
Rontgen
hro
De Broglie waves or Matter waves: It is a hypotheti al wave asso iated with the Mono
light
motion of a mi ros opi parti le that explains their dira tion by rystals, small holes
oherent

The hange in wavelength of light s attered while passing through
a transparent medium is alled Raman ee t. If s attering in reases wavelength, they
are alled Stokes spe tral lines. If s attered wavelength is smaller, they are alled antistokes lines. The set of new wavelengths forms Raman spe trum whi h is hara teristi
of the s attering medium.

and sharp edges. It is postulated by Louis Broglie. The wavelength asso iated with LASER
matter waves is given by λ = h/p where p is momentum of parti le and h is Plan k's metastabl
onstant.
spontaneo

emission

de-ex ite

X-rays:

Rontgen found that when fast ele trons are suddenly stopped, highly pen- stimulated
etrating radiations are produ ed. They are alled x-rays. They are widely used in
emission
medi al diagnosis and treatment of an ers.
population

inversio

opti al pu

Lasers

opti al

Ordinary and mono hromati light:

Ordinary light onsists of all wavelengths
of the visible region. eg. Sunlight. Mono hromati light onsists of only a single
wavelength. There is no perfe t mono hromati light from any natural or man-made
sour e. Using proper wavelength lters, light that is approximately mono hromati
an be produ ed.

Coherent and in oherent light:

Two beams of light are oherent if the phase
dieren e between them is onstant. It is possible only if their wavelengths are equal
and the beams originate from the same sour e at the same time.

LASER:

It stands for Light Ampli ation by Stimulated Emission of Radiation.
Ele troni transitions between dis rete energy levels in atoms emit or absorb visible
light. Ele trons in some of the ex ited levels will stay there longer. Su h levels are
alled metastable states. Some of the ele trons in metastable state return to ground
state by emitting a photon. It is alled spontaneous emission. Rest of the ele trons
de-ex ite under the inuen e of a photon of same frequen y. It is alled stimulated
emission. If the number of atoms in the metastable state is large, it is alled population inversion.To a hieve signi ant population inversion, absorbing medium should be
given energy in some form. The pro ess of energising a laser medium to get population
inversion is alled opti al pumping. The lasing medium is usually pla ed between a
fully silvered and a partially silvered surfa es alled an opti al avity. After a hieving
population inversion, a spontaneously emitted photon indu es ex ited atoms to radiate
simultaneously so that it is oherent. These photons os illate in the medium between
15

av

oherent

Albert Einstein
frame of referen e
inertial frames of
referen e
Lorentz
transformations
Galilean
transformations

the silvered surfa es. This is alled avity os illation.. During n su h os illations, photons multiply n-fold. Light intensity be omes very high. Finally these photons get out
of the medium through the semi silvered surfa e of the avity. Emitted light is highly
intense, dire tional and oherent. It is alled laser.

Spe ial relativity
It is formulated by Albert Einstein and published in 1905.

Inertial frame of referen e :

A frame of referen e refers to the set onsisting of
an observer, a oordinate system and a lo k. It is used for the observation of physi al
phenomena and its mathemati al des ription as physi al laws. A frame of referen e is
said to be inertial if newtons laws of motion are valid in them.

The basi postulates of relativity:

In all inertial frames of referen e

1. The laws of physi s have the same form.
2. The velo ity of light is a onstant.

Lorentz transformations:

Let S and S ′ are two inertial frames of referen e with
S' moving with velo ity v relative to S along +x dire tion. Then an observer in S will
nd the oordinates of an event (x, y, z, t) as


xv 
1
x = γ(x − vt), y = y, z = z, t = γ t − 2 where γ = q
c
1−
′

′

′

′

v2
c2

These are Lorentz transformations. Similarly, an observer in S ′ will nd S moving with
velo ity −v and an event (x′ , y ′, z ′ , t′ ) as

x′ v
x = γ(x + vt ), y = y , z = z , t = γ t + 2
c
′

′

′

′



′



These are inverse Lorentz transformations. When v << c, the velo ity of light γ ≈ 1
and xv/c2 ≈ 0. In this ase

x′ = x − vt, y ′ = y, z ′ = z, t′ = t
These are alled Galilean transformations.
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Time dilation:

Let inertial frame S ′ be moving with velo ity +v along x-axis of time dilat
inertial frame S . Suppose two events o ur at the same x′ at times t′1 and t′2 in S ′ . proper tim
Let t1 and t2 be the time instants observed using two lo ks at x1 = γ(x′ + vt′1 ) and length
ontra t
x2 = γ(x′ + vt′2 ) in S . Then
′

′

′

t1 = γ(t′1 +

xv
xv
), t2 = γ(t′2 + 2 )
2
c
c

∆t = t2 − t1 = γ(t′2 − t′1 ) = γ∆t′

Sin e γ > 1 for v > 0, ∆t > ∆t′ . Moving lo k whi h is in S ′ run slow when observed
from S . This is alled time dilation. Time interval is minimum in the frame in whi h
the lo k is at rest. It is alled proper time denoted by ∆τ .

Length ontra tion: Consider a rod moving with velo ity v along +x of S . Let
the x- oordinates x1 and x2 of the two ends of rod are measured at the same time t in
S . Let x′1 and x′2 be the orresponding quantities in S ′ in whi h the rod is at rest.
x′1 = γ(x1 − vt), x′2 = γ(x2 − vt)
∆x′ = x′2 − x′1 = γ(x2 − x1 ) = γ∆x

Sin e γ > 1 for v > 0, ∆x′ > ∆x. Moving rod whi h is in S ′ has smaller length when
observed from S . This is alled length ontra tion. Length is maximum in the frame
in whi h the rod is at rest. It is alled proper length denoted by L0 .

Twin paradox: Consider twins A and B. Let A remains on earth while B travels
to √a star one light year away with a velo ity 0.8 . Using the Lorentz fa tor γ =
1/ 1 − 0.64 = 1.6667 A al ulates that B rea h there in 1/0.8=1.25years. B and his
lo k are moving and hen e slow. Due to length ontra tion, the distan e to the star
is 1/γ = 0.6 lightyear . Sin e velo ity of light is onstant, the time taken for travel
is 0.6/0.8 = 0.75 year . If he immediately turns around and ome ba k to earth with
the same speed A measures total time of travel as 2.5 years and B as 1.5 years. So
B is younger by one year due to his journey. From prin iple of equivalen e only their
relative velo ity is measurable. From the point of view of B, it is A that is travelling
in the opposite dire tion with velo ity 0.8 . So A must be younger by one year. This
is the twin paradox.
Need for experimentation
Experimentation in physi s is needed for the following reasons.

• To verify a law dedu ed theoreti ally. eg. Curvature of spa etime near the sun.
• To study the behaviour of a physi al system under various external onditions.
eg. The variation of the state of a gas under dierent onditions of temperature
and pressure.
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• To establish the orrelation between various properties of a physi al system. eg.
The strength of nu lear for e and the orientation of nu leon spins.

Design of an experiment
Ronald A. Fisher proposed a methodology for experimental design. It involves the
following steps.
1.

Comparison: If the value of a quantity is too small, it is easier to ompare it
with an identi al but dierent physi al quantity.

2. Repli ation: Measurements are usually subje t to variation and un ertainty.
Hen e full experiments are often repli ated to help identify the sour es of variation, to better estimate the true value.
3. Blo king: Blo king refers to dividing a team of resear hers into identi al groups
to do the same experiment. It redu es irrelevant sour es of variation for greater
pre ision.
4. Controlled input: The input parameters are so ontrolled that variation is kept as
small as possible. Su h ontrolling me hanism is mandatory for any experiment.
5. A urate measurement of output: Devi es must be set up for the a urate measurement of values of output parameters.
6. Analysis of Output: Methods must be made available to analyse and nd orrelations, independen e between input and output data.

Intera tion between physi s and te hnology
All forms of industry are various se tions of physi s or hemistry applied on a large
s ale.eg.Dynamos and motors are invented be ause of Faraday's dis overy of ele tromagneti indu tion. It is also true that many on epts of physi s are dis overed while
solving te hni al problems.eg. The ne essity to onvert solar energy into ele tri ity
led to the development of materials for more e ient photovoltai solar panels. It is
also observed that many fundamental problems lose relevan e when they ease to have
te hni al importan e. Ele tri ation by fri tion lost importan e when voltai ells were
invented.

4

Matri es

Basi ideas of matri es
Denition 1 (Matrix) A matrix is an ordered set of real or omplex numbers listed

in re tangular form as rows and olumns.
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square ma
1 2 4 9


eg. If A = 2 1 0 −1 , then A is a matrix. A has 12 elements distributed in 3 tra e
diagonal m
0 5 2 4
rows and 4 olumns. The dimension of A is written as 3 × 4 whi h is read as 'three by symmetri
four. A m × n matrix has m rows and n olumns. Its general form an be represented skew-symm
matrix
as


hermitian
a11 a12 ... a1n
 a21 a22 ... a2n 
 = [aij ], i = 1, 2, .., m, j = 1, 2, .., n
A=
 ...
... ... ... 
am1 am2 ... amn

If m = n, it is a square matrix, otherwise, a re tangular matrix. If m = 1 for an
(m × n) matrix,it has only one row and is alled row matrix. If n = 1, it is a olumn
matrix. aij = 0 for all i, j , it is alled a null matrix. In a square matrix, elements
a
ii are alled diagonal elements. The sum of diagonal elements of a square matrix
P
i aii is alled its tra e. If aij = 0 for all i 6= j and at least one of aii 6= 0, then it
is alled a diagonal matrix. If diagonal elements are all equal in a diagonal matrix, it
is alled a s alar matrix. If diagonal elements of a s alar matrix are unity,(aii = 1),
it is alled a unit matrix
or identity matrix. If the elements of a matrix are omplex
√
(z = x + iy, i = −1, x, y real) it is alled a omplex matrix. For any omplex
variable z = x + iy a omplex onjugate z ∗ = x − iy exists. Hen e for any omplex
matrix A = [aij ] a onjugate matrix A∗ = [a∗ij ] exists.

Denition 2 (Equality of matri es) Two matri es are said to be equal, if their or-

responding elements are equal.A = [aij ] and B = [bij ] are equal if aij = bij for all i, j .

Denition 3 (Transpose of a matrix) If rows and olumns of a (m × n) matrix A

are inter hanged, it will be a (n × m) matrix B . If A = [aij ], then B = [bij ] = [aji ].
The new matrix B is alled transpose of A represented as AT .




1 3
1 2
T
, A =
. If matrix A = AT , it is alled a symmetri
eg. If A =
2
4
3 4



1 2 3
1 2 3
matrix.eg. S = 2 4 5 , S T = 2 4 5 = S This is possible only for a square
3 5 6
3 5 6
T
matri es. If A = −A , it is a skew-symmetri matrix. For a 
skew-symmetri matrix,
0
2 −3

aij = −aij . Hen e diagonal elements aii = −aii = 0. eg. S = −2 0
5  , ST =
3 −5 0


0 −2 3
2
0 −5 = −S . The onjugate transpose of a omplex matrix is alled its
−3 5
0
T ∗
†
†
hermitian onjugate
.(A∗ )T = (A

 ) =A . If A = A , it is alled a hermitian matrix.
0 −i
0 −i
, H† =
, H = H † . H is hermitian If A = −A† , it
eg. If H =
i 0
i 0
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determinant

is alled a

skew-hermitian matrix.eg.H =

skew-hermitian






i 0
−i 0
†
, H =
= −H . H is
0 −i
0 i

Denition 4 (Determinant of a square matrix) The determinant of a square matrix A is a number asso iated with A whi h is a fun tion of the elements of A.
It is represented as

a11 a12
a
a
det A = |A| = 21 22
... ...
an1 an2

... a1n
... a2n
... ...
... ann

For a 2 × 2 matrix A = [aij ], it is given by det.A = a11 a22 − a12 a21 . For a 3 × 3 matrix

|A| = a11 (a22 a33 − a23 a32 ) − a12 (a21 a33 − a23 a31 ) + a13 (a21 a32 − a22 a31 )
The determinant shows the following properties.
1. det(In ) = 1n = 1 where In is the (n × n) identity matrix. Hen e det(cIn ) =
cn 1n = cn for a number c, real or omplex.
2. det(AT ) = det(A)
3. For onformable square matri es A and B , det(AB) = det(A) det(B)
4. If A−1 is the inverse of A,

AA−1 = I, det(AA−1 ) = 1, det(A−1 ) =

1
det(A)

5. If c is a number, for an (n × n) matrix A, det(cA) = cn det(A)
6. If A is a triangular matrix(ai,j = 0 for i > j or i < j ), then its determinant equals
the produ t of the diagonal elements

det(A) = a11 a22 · · · ann =

n
Y

aii

i=1

Denition 5 (Sum of matri es) The sum of a set of given matri es is a matrix

whose elements are the sum of orresponding elements of matri es of the set.

This requires all matri es of the set must have the same dimension. Su h matri es are
said to be onformable for addition. If D = A + B + C , then dij = aij + bij + cij . The
law of addition of matri es leads to the properties.
1. Asso iativity (A + B) + C = A + (B + C)
20

2. Existan e of null matrix. A + 0 = A = 0 + A
3. Existan e of additive inverse (opposite matrix) A + (−A) = 0
4. Commutativity A + B = B + A

Denition 6 (S alar multipli ation of matri es) A s alar is a mathemati al ob-

je t whi h an be expressed using a single number. (eg. mass). If A = [aij ] and α a
s alar, then αA = [αaij ].
This law of s alar multipli ation leads to the following properties.

(1)(α+β)A = αA+βA(2)(αβ)A = α(βA) = β(αA)(3)α(A+B) = (αA+αB(4)(αA)T = αAT

Denition 7 (Produ t of matri es) If

their matrix produ t is dened as a

A = [aij ], B = [bij ] are
Ptwo matri
matrix C = [cik ] where cik = j aij bjk

es, then

Sin e summation o urs over olumn subs ript of A and row subs ript of B , number
of olumns of A and number of rows of B must be equal. Su h matri es are said to
onformable for matrix multipli ation. A (m×n) and a (p×q) matri es are onformable
for matrix multipli ation, if n = p and the matrix produ t is a (m × q) matrix. For
example



 b11 b12


a11 a12 a13 
a11 b11 + a12 b21 + a13 b31 a11 b12 + a12 b22 + a13 b32

b21 b22 =
a21 a22 a23
a21 b11 + a22 b21 + a13 b31 a21 b12 + a22 b22 + a23 b32
b31 b32
The produ t may be written as



a11 b11 + a12 b21 + a13 b31 a11 b12 + a12 b22 + a13 b32
=
a21 b11 + a22 b21 + a13 b31 a21 b12 + a22 b22 + a23 b32

!
P3
P3
a
b
a
b
1j j2
1j j1
Pj=1
Pj=1
3
3
a
b
a
j=1 2j j1
j=1 3j bj3

P
C = AB an be written as [cik ] = [ j aij bjk ] If AB = C is a null matrix, B is alled
the zero divisor of A. Matrix multipli ation has the following properties.
1. In general AB 6= BA(Non- ommutativity)
2. A(BC) = (AB)C (Asso iativity)
3. A(B+C)=AB+AC (Distributivity)

Denition 8 (Unitary matri es) A square matrix A is unitary if AA† = A†A = I
Hen e A−1 
= A† . Hermitian

 onjugate
 is also the
 inverse.

0 −i
0 −i
1 0
†
†
, U =
, UU =
eg. If U =
i 0
i 0
0 1
21

Cramer's rule

Representation of ve tors as olumn matrix
A ve tor ~r in 3-dimensions an be written as the ve tor sum ~r = îx + ĵy + k̂z where
(î, ĵ, k̂) are unit ve tors along (x, y, z)-axes. It may be represented as an ordered
array( olumn matrix)
 
x
~r = y 
z
If x, y, z are real,

 
x
(~r)T ~r = (x, y, z) y  = x2 + y 2 + z 2
z

whi h is square of length of ~r. If x, y, z are omplex,
 
x
†
∗
∗ ∗  
(~r) ~r = (x , y , z ) y = |x|2 + |y|2 + |z|2
z
whi h is also the square of length of ~r

Cramer's rule
Given a set of three linear equations

a1 x + b1 y + c1 z = d1 ; a2 x + b2 y + c2 z = d2 ; a3 x + b3 y + c3 z = d3
whi h may be written in the matrix form,

   
a1 b1 c1
x
d1
a2 b2 c2  y  = d2 
a3 b3 c3
z
d3
Consider the four determinants

a1 b1 d1
a1 d1 c1
d1 b1 c1
a1 b1 c1
D = a2 b2 c2 , Dx = d2 b2 c2 , Dy = a2 d2 c2 , Dz = a2 b2 d2
a3 b3 d3
a3 d3 c3
d3 b3 c3
a3 b3 c3
Then the solution for (x, y, z) is given by x = Dx /D, y = Dy /D, z = Dz /D . This an
be extended for any number of variables x. This is alled Cramer's rule.
eg. Let the equations to be solved
are 2x +

3y − z = 5, 3x − 2y + z = 2, x + y + z = 6.
2 3 −1
The oe ient matrix, A = 3 −2 1 . The determinants
1 1
1

5 3 −1
2 3 −1
D = 3 −2 1 = −17, Dx = 2 −2 1 = −17
6 1
1
1 1
1
22

2 3 5
2 5 −1
Dy = 3 2 1 = −34, Dz = 3 −2 2 = −51
1 1 6
1 6 1
x = Dx /D = (−17/−17) = 1, y = Dy /D = (−34/−17) = 2, z = Dz /D = (−51/−17) =

Problem: Solve the following using Cramer's Rule.
2x + 3y + 4z = 2, 5x + 6y + 5z = 0, 2.5x + 0.1y + 7.5z = 5.0

Eigen Values and Eigen Ve tors
A matrix is an operator.Whenitoperates
on a olumn ve tor, it reates a new ve tor.
  
0
1
0
1
~ = Y~ . For example,
=
AX
There may exist ertain non-zero ve tors
1
0
1 0
~ = λX
~ where λ is a onstant number. λ is alled an eigenvalue or
for whi h AX
~ is alled an eigenve tor orresponding to the
hara teristi value of the matrix A. X
eigenvalue λ. If more than one eigenve tor orrespond to the same eigenvalue, the
eigenvalue is said to be degenerate. The set of eigenvalues of a matrix (an operator) is
alled its eigenvalue spe trum.

Determination of eigenvalues and eigenve tors of a matrix: There are two
parts to every eigenvalue problem. First, we ompute the eigenvalue λ of the given the
matrix A. Then, we ompute an eigenve tor X for ea h eigenvalue λ. Let I be a unit
matrix of the same dimension as A.
~ = λX
~ = λI X,
~ (A − λI)X
~ =0
AX
Sin e X is a non-zero ve tor (A − λI) = 0. If A is a n × n matrix,


a11 − λ a12 − 0
 a21 − 0 a22 − λ
(A − λI) = 
 ...
...
an1 − 0 an2 − 0


... a1n − 0
... a2n − 0 
 = null matrix
...
... 
... ann − λ

a11 − λ
a12
a21
a22 − λ
det (A − λI) =
...
...
an1
an2

...
a1n
...
a2n
=0
...
...
... ann − λ

This equation is alled the hara teristi equation of matrix A. The expansion of the
determinant gives an nth order polynomial equation in λ. It may be written as

cn λn + cn−1 λn−1 + ... + c1 λ1 + c0 = 0
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where ci are fun tions of elements of A. This polynomial has n roots whi h are values
of λ. It an be shown that, the eigenvalues satisfy the following relations.
(1)The sum of the eigenvalues equals the tra e of the matrix.

λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + .... + λn = a11 + a22 + a33 + .... + ann
(2) The produ t of the eigenvalues equals the determinant of the matrix.

λ1 λ2 λ3 ....λn = det A
On e the eigenvalues have been found, orresponding eigenve tors an be found from
~ = ΛX
~ . Sin e the system is homogeneous, if X is an eigenve tor of A,
the system AX
then kX , where k is any onstant (not zero), is also an eigenve tor of A orresponding to the same eigenvalue. For example,
to nd

 the eigenvalues and eigenve tors
1 1
3
of the real symmetri matrix A = 1 1 −3 we solve the determinant equation
3 −3 −3


1−λ
1
3
 1
1−λ
−3  Expanding out this determinant gives
3
−3 −3 − λ

(1 − λ)[(1 − λ)(−3 − λ) − (−3)(−3)] − 1[1(−3 − λ) − (−3)(3)] + 3[1(−3) − (1 − λ)(3)] = 0
whi h simplies to give

(1 − λ)(λ2 + 2λ − 12) + (λ − 6) + 3(3λ − 6) = 0
(λ − 2)(λ − 3)(λ + 6) = 0

Hen e the roots of the hara teristi equation, whi h are the eigenvalues of A, are
λ1 = 2, λ2 = 3, λ3 = −6. We note that, as expe ted, For the rst root, λ1 = 2, a
suitable eigenve tor X1 , with elements x1 , x2 , x3 must satisfy AX 1 = 2X 1 That is,
x1 + x2 + 3x3 = 2x1 , x1 + x2 − 3x3 = 2x2 , 3x1 − 3x2 − 3x3 = 2x3 These three equations
are onsistent and give x3 = 0, x1 =x2= k , where k is any non-zero number. A suitable
k
1

eigenve tor would thus be X = k . If we apply the normalisation ondition, we
0
p 
p
p1/2
1 T
1
2
2
2
1/2. Hen e X1 =  1/2 =
require (X ) X = k + k + 0 = 1 or k =
0
 
1
p
1/2 1 Repeating for λ2 = 3 and λ3 = −6, two normalised eigenve tors X 2 =
0 
 
1
1
p
p
3



1/3 −1 , X = 1/6 −1 will be obtained.
1
−2
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Problem:
Note:





hermitian
5 4
0 −i
, σ2 =
Find the eigenvalues and eigenve tors of A =
unitary m
1 2
i 0

(1)The eigenvalues of a hermitian matrix are real and eigenfun tions belonging to
dierent eigenvalues are orthogonal.
√
√
(2)The eigenvalues of a unitary matrix are λ = eiα so that |λ| = λ.λ∗ = eiα .e−iα =
±1.
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Denition 9 (Point fun tion) A point fun tion v = f (P ) is a fun tion that assigns

some number or value v to ea h point P of some region R of spa e. Point fun tions
are lassied into s alar point fun tions and ve tor point fun tions.

Denition 10 ( S alar point fun tion) A s alar point fun tion is a fun tion that

assigns a real number (a s alar) to ea h point of some region of spa e. If to ea h point
(x, y, z) of a region R in spa e there is assigned a real number v = φ(x, y, z), then φ is
alled a s alar point fun tion.

Examples. 1. The temperature distribution within some body at any instant of time.
2. The density distribution within some uid at any instant of time.

Denition 11 (S alar eld) A s alar point fun tion dened over some region is
alled a s alar eld.

A s alar eld that varies with time would have the representation v = φ(x, y, z, t). A
s alar eld whi h is independent of time is alled a stationary or steady-state s alar
eld.

Denition 12 (Ve tor point fun tion) A ve tor point fun tion is a fun tion that
assigns a ve tor to ea h point of some region of spa e.
~ = F~ (x, y, z),
If to ea h point (x, y, z) of a region R in spa e, there is assigned a ve tor F
F~ is alled a ve tor point fun tion. Su h a fun tion would have a representation
F~ = îu(x, y, z) + ĵv(x, y, z) + k̂w(x, y, z)

Denition 13 (Ve tor eld) A ve tor point fun tion dened over some region is
alled a ve tor eld.

A ve tor eld whi h is independent of time is alled a stationary or steady-state ve tor
eld. Examples. 1. Gravitational eld of the earth. 2. Ele tri eld about a urrentarrying wire. 3. Magneti eld generated by a magnet. 3. Velo ity at dierent points
within a moving uid.

Denition 14 (Partial derivative) Partial derivative of a fun tion f (x1 , x2, ..., xn )
of several independent variables x with respe t to xi is dened as the derivative when
all variables x ex ept xi are held xed during dierentiation.
∂f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn )
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xi + δxi , ..., xn ) − f (x1 , x2 , .., xi , .., xn )
= lim
δxi →0
∂xi
δxi
For example, if f (x, y, z) = x2 + xy + yz + zx + z 2

∂f
∂f
∂f
= 2x + y + z,
= x + z,
= y + x + 2z
∂x
∂y
∂z
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Denition 15 (Gradient) The gradient is a ve tor operator a ting on s alar point

ve tor ope

gravitatio
potentia
potential
∂
∂
∂
where (î, ĵ, k̂) are unit outward n
+ k̂
In Cartesian oordinates, it has the form ∇ = î + ĵ
∂x
∂y
∂z

fun tions giving a ve tor fun tion.

ve tors along x, y, z axes respe tively. if f (x, y, z) is a s alar point fun tion,

∇f = î

∂f
∂f
∂f
+ ĵ
+ k̂
∂x
∂y
∂z

The magnitude of ∇f at any point (x0 , y0 , z0 ) is

s
 2  2  2
∂f
∂f 
∂f
+
+
|∇f |(x0 ,y0 ,z0 ) = 
∂x
∂y
∂z

(x0 ,y0 ,z0 )

The dire tion in whi h |∇f | is maximum is the dire tion of ∇f .

Example of gradient:

In general, the gravitational potential V at any point ~r =
(x, y, z) due to a stationary mass is a fun tion of (x, y, z). Hen e any hange in V is a
onsequen e of the individual hanges in x, y and z . The hange in V due to hange
dx in x is given by the produ t of rate of hange of V relative to x and hange in x.
∂V
∂V
∂V
dx. Similarly,(dV )y =
dy and (dV )z =
dz . Hen e,
That is (dV )x =
∂x
∂y
∂z


∂V
∂V
∂V
∂V
∂V
∂V
.(îdx + ĵdy + k̂dz) = ∇V.d~r
dx +
dy +
dz = î
+ ĵ
+ k̂
dV =
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

dV may be al ulated using the idea of work done. The potential energy of a body
de reases if it moves in the dire tion of eld of for e. Gravitational potential V is
~ and innitesimal
potential energy per unit mass. dV is negative if gravitational for e F
~
displa ement d~r are parallel. Hen e dV = −F .d~r. Comparing expressions for dV , one
~ = ∇V or F~ = −∇V where Fx = ∂V , Fy = ∂V , Fz = ∂V .
gets −F
∂x
∂y
∂z

The dire tion of ∇V :

Let V ≡ V (x, y, z) is a s alar point fun tion. V (x, y, z) = C is
a surfa e S if C is a onstant. Then a hange in V due to a small hange d~r = îx+ĵy+k̂z
tangential to the surfa e S is given by dV = ∇V.d~r = 0. This means ∇V and d~r are
normal to ea h other. Sin e d~r is tangential to S , ∇V is normal to S . Consider two
surfa es V (x, y, z) = C and V (x, y, z) = C + ǫ where ǫ is very small. Let dr~1 be a small
ve tor from V = C to V = C + ǫ. Change of V between the surfa es

dV = C + ǫ − C = ǫ = ∇V.dr~1
. ǫ is maximum when ∇V and dr~1 are parallel. Hen e ∇V is along the maximum
hange of V whi h is the outward normal to the surfa e V = Constant.
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line integral
surfa e integral

Denition 16 (Line integral) A line integral is an integral where the fun tion f to

be integrated is evaluated along a urve C . If f is a s alar point fun tion, the line
integral is given by
Z

f (~r)d~r = lim

N →∞

C

N
X

f (~ri )∆~ri

i=1

where ∆~ri is a line element along C . If f is a ve tor point fun tion, two types of line
integrals are dened.
Z

f~(~r).d~r = lim

N →∞

C

Z

C

f~(~r) × d~r = lim

N →∞

N
X

f~(~ri ).∆~ri

i=1

N
X
i=1

f~(~ri ) × ∆~ri

Problem: Integrate f (x, y) = x2 + xy from (0, 1) to (1, 3) along y = 2x2 + 1.
The fun tion f (x, y) along y = 2x2 + 1 has the form f (x, y) = x2 + x(2x2 + 1) =
2x3 + x2 + x.

Z

0

1

x4 x3 x2
+
+
(2x + x + x)dx =
2
3
2
3



2

1
0

=

1 1 1
4
+ + =
2 3 2
3

If the C is a losed urve, the line integral is represented as

H

C

Denition 17 (Surfa e integral) A surfa e integral is an integral where the fun tion f to be integrated is evaluated on a surfa e S . If f is a s alar point fun tion, the
surfa e integral is given by
Z

f (~r)d~s = lim

C

N →∞

N
X

f (~ri )∆~si

i=1

where ∆~si is an elementary area on S . If f is a ve tor point fun tion, two types of
surfa e integrals are dened.
Z
Z

C

f~(~r).d~s = lim
C

N →∞

f~(~r) × d~s = lim

N →∞

N
X

f~(~ri ).∆~si

i=1

N
X
i=1

f~(~ri ) × ∆~si

If the S is a losed surfa e, the surfa e integral is represented as
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H

S

Denition 18 (Volume integral) A volume integral is an integral where the fun -

tion f to be integrated is evaluated within a volume τ . If f is a s alar point fun tion,
the volume integral is a s alar. It is given by
Z

f (~r)dτ = lim

Z

f~(~r)dτ = lim

N →∞

C

N
X

f (~ri )∆τi

i=1

where ∆τi is an elementary volume in τ . If f is a ve tor point fun tion, the volume
integral is a ve tor.
N →∞

C

N
X

f~(~ri )∆τi

i=1

Denition 19 (Divergen e) The divergen e of a ve tor point fun tion f~(~r) is dened

as

f~(~r).d~s
δτ

H

div f~ = lim

S

δτ →0

where S en loses τ . Consider a volume bounded by (δx, δy, δz). The surfa e area δyδz
is normal to x-axis. Let

f~(~r) = f~(x, y, z) = îfx (x, y, z) + ĵfy (x, y, z) + k̂fz (x, y, z)
I

~
f .d~s = lim [fx (x + δx, y, z) − fx (x, y, z)]δyδz
S

δx→0

x

Multiplying and dividing by δx
I

fx (x + δx, y, z) − fx (x, y, z)
∂fx
~
f .d~s = lim
δxδyδz =
δτ
δx→0
δx
∂x
S
x
Similarly,

I

f~.d~s

S

1
δτ →0 δτ

div f~ = lim



y



∂fy
δτ,
=
∂y

I

f~.d~s

S



=

z

∂fz
δτ
∂z



∂fx ∂fy ∂fz
∂fx ∂fy ∂fz
δτ =
+
+
+
+
= ∇.f~
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂x
∂y
∂z

Denition 20 (Curl) The url of a ve tor point fun tion in the dire tion n̂ is dened

as

curl f~.n̂ = lim

δs→0

H

C

f~(~r).d~r
δs

where urve C en loses area δs. Let C be Ha small re tangular element bounded by
sides of length δx and δy . The line integral C f~.d~r is given by
I
Z x+δx
Z y+δy
~
f .d~r =
fx (x, y, z)dx +
fy (x + δx, y, z)dy
C
x
y
Z x
Z y
+
fx (x, y + δy, z)dx +
fy (x, y, z)dy
x+δx

y+δy
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volume in

divergen e

onservative eld
Lorentz for e
non- onservative
for e
solenoidal
irrotational

Rearranging

I

f~.d~r =

C

+

Z

x+δx

x
Z y+δy
y

But if δy is small

fx (x, y, z)dx −

Z

x+δx

fy (x + δx, y, z)dy −

[fx (x, y, z) − fx (x, y + δy, z)]dx =

fx (x, y + δy, z)dx

x

Z

y+δy

fy (x, y, z)dy

y

∂fx
[fx (x, y, z) − fx (x, y + dy, z)]
dxdy = −
dxdy
dy
∂y

Similarly the other two terms

∂fy
dxdy
∂x

fy (x + δx, y, z)dy − fy (x, y, z)dy =
If dx dy = ds
I


Z
Z
∂fy ∂fx
~
ds = (∇ × f )z ds = (∇ × f~).k̂ ds
−
∂x
∂y
S
S
C
S
H
f~(~r).d~r
= (∇ × f~).k̂
curl f~.n̂ = lim C
δs→0
δs
where k̂ is a unit ve tor along z axis. That is, if the ontour C is in the x − y plane,
then url f~ is in the z-dire tion. Hen e curl f~ = ∇ × f~
f~.d~r =

Z 

Theorems of ve tor integrals
Theorem 1 (Path independen e) The ne essary and su ient ondition that

f~.d~r
is independent of path is that there exists a s alar point fun tion V su h that f~ = ∇V .
R
Theorem 2 (Path independen e) The ne essary and su ient ondition that c f~.d~r
is independent of path is that ∇ × f~ = 0.
R

c

Su h a ve tor eld is alled a onservative eld. Gravitational eld , ele trostati eld
et are examples of onservative elds. Fri tional for e, magneti Lorentz for e et are
non- onservative for e elds.

Theorem 3 (Divergen e theorem) If f~ is a ontinuously
dierentiable
ve tor eld
H
R

in a region of volume τ bounded by a surfa e S , then

s

f~.d~s =

τ

∇.f~dτ .

~ is solenoidal.
If ∇.f~ = 0, then f~ is alled solenoidal. Magneti eld B

Theorem 4 (Stokes theorem) If a losed urve C en loses
an area
S where a ve tor
H
R
point fun tion f~ has ontinuous partial derivatives, then

C

f~.d~r =

S

∇ × f~.d~s.

If ∇ × f~ = 0, then f~ is alled irrotational. Conservative elds like ele trostati and
gravitational elds are irrotational
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Physi al interpretation of gradient, divergen e and url
Gradient represents steepness. For example, if temperature distribution in a room is
the s alar point fun tion f (~r) = T (~r), then ∇T (~r) determines temperature dieren e
dire ted towards the greatest hange in the temperature eld . If temperature in the
room is same at every point, then gradient will be zero.
In a moving uid, the velo ity at dierent points form a ve tor eld f~(~r) = ~v (~r)
. Curl and divergen e of ~v(~r) are used to express notions of rotation and expansion/ ompression of a uid, respe tively. Divergen e represents ux per unit volume.
Suppose there is a liquid owing through a uniform pipe. Its divergen e is zero. If it
is oming out and expands then its divergen e is positive. If the liquid passes through
a funnel and omes out through its tail, then divergen e is negative within the funnel.
If it is a gas ow, divergen e expresses ideas of expansion and ompression of the gas.
So, if ∇.~v (~r) > 0 the tenden y is for uid to move away from the point ~r. If ∇.~v (~r) < 0
then the uid is tending to move towards that point ( ompression). If ∇.~v (~r) = 0 then
the uid ow is streamlined.
The dire tion of the url of a ve tor eld is the axis of rotation, as determined by
the right-hand s rew rule. The magnitude of the url is the magnitude of rotation.

Orthogonal urvilinear oordinate
A set of oordinates q1 = q1 (x, y, z), q2 = q2 (x, y, z), q3 = q3 (x, y, z) where the dire tions at any point indi ated by q1 , q2 and q3 are orthogonal (perpendi ular) to ea h
other is referred to as a set of orthogonal urvilinear oordinates.
q2

q3

O
A

B

q1
dq1

In general, q1 = constant, q2 = constant and q3 = constant are urved surfa es. Sin e
axes are interse tions of these surfa es, they are urved. Hen e asso iated with ea h
su h oordinate, a s ale fa tor must be dened to get a measure of how a hange in the
oordinate hanges the position of a point. If (h1 , h2 , h3 ) are the s ale fa tors asso iated
with (q1 , q2 , q3 ), then the innitesimal distan e between any pair of points (q1 , q2 , q3 )
31

and (q1 + dq1 , q2 + dq2 , q3 + dq3 ) is given by

ds2 = h21 dq12 + h22 dq22 + h23 dq32
Generally s ale fa tors are fun tions of (q1 , q2 , q3 ). Cylindri al polar oordinates and
spheri al polar oordinates are two systems of orthogonal urvilinear oordinates.

Spheri al polar oordinate

The three oordinates are (r, θ, φ).
Their ranges are r ≥ 0, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π . Elementary length is given by

ds2 = dr 2 + r 2 dθ2 + r 2 sin2 θdφ2
. Therefore, h1 = 1, h2 = r, h3 = r sin θ. The three surfa es are r = constant(spheri al),
θ = constant( oni al) and φ = constant(semi ir ular).

Cylindri al polar oordinate
The three oordinates are (r, φ, z). Their ranges are r ≥ 0, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, −∞ ≤ z ≤
+∞. The elementary length is given by

ds2 = dr 2 + r 2 dφ2 + z 2 , h1 = 1, h2 = r, h3 = 1
The surfa es r = constant is ylindri al, φ = constant is plane and z = constant is
ir ular.
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